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Energetics: a trusted advisor
Unrivalled market intelligence
Energetics has supported our clients to identify and develop
opportunities, mitigate climate change risks and improve
market positioning through enhanced brand and reputation.
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Main drivers for corporate renewable PPAs
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* Programs such as RE100 and SBTi and do not permit carbon offsets to back 100% renewable energy claims / Scope 2 emissions
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reductions. Similarly, Climate Active requires LGCs to be used when making 100% renewable energy claims under the Market
Based Method – although carbon offsets can be used to support carbon neutral electricity claims under the location based method

LGC-only deals are common, but PPA ‘buyers’
recognise that long-term market risk remains
Long-term price outcomes driven by unprecedented change in the
electricity supply mix

Are earlier retirements
possible?
I would go as far to say that
wholesale prices are unsustainable,
there will be a supply response –
it’s just whether it’s planned or
unplanned. And that’s really where
the market is at today.

Frank Calabria, CEO Origin Energy
February 2021

In NSW we can expect we will
only have Mt Piper in action by
the mid-2030s if plants just simply
retire because they are worn out.
Potential risk of early closure is evident from the
announcement by Energy Australia to close
Yallourn power station mid-2028 (~4 years earlier
than scheduled)

Bubble size refers to
installed capacity
*based on end of technical life

NSW
Qld
Vic

Dr Kerry Schott, Chair Energy
Security Board February 2021

A PPA by definition involves electricity
All NEM power contracts have risk, even short term black power contracts
Some risks are amplified when entering into a long-term contract with a variable renewable energy source.

The longer the tenure, the greater
the uncertainty in own load

Volume risk

Shape risk

Operational
requirements

Depending on
price model

The longer the tenure, the greater
the uncertainty in market prices

Time to
market risk
Risk increases
with volatility

Variability in supply from renewable energy
sources can increase volume and shape risk

Careful design of retailer intermediated price and volume management models is crucial because of the
increasing price / budget risk.

Victorian futures market prices
End to end transaction support

End to end transaction support
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Queensland futures market prices
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Cal 22 contracts
increased by ~61%
Feb 21 – Aug 21
(time-to-market
risk)

Temptation to
lock in cheap black
power prices and
defer
long-term
commitment
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Project
drivers

•

Project(s) are 100% renewable energy (and
subsequent LGCs) sourced from wind and solar

•

Cost no more over the life of the contract
compared to Business as Usual

•

Offer is fixed firm or partially firmed with no
spot market exposure

•

Offers cover all market categories (small, large,
unmetered street lighting)

•

All members of the Buyers Group receive the
same benefit

Buyers group risks
• Capacity of Buyers Group
• Maintaining project momentum
• Trust and confidence in Darebin as lead
▪ Project Management
▪ Procurement
▪ Governance (agreement with other
Councils)
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Key features
Financial

Reputation

cheaper than ‘old
arrangements’
over the contract
period

High quality projects
with social licence
Supporting more
renewable energy

Admin

New levels of
customer support
with KPI’s

Dexus is one of Australia’s leading fully integrated real
estate groups, managing a high-quality Australian property
portfolio valued at $42.5 billion.

Date

Dexus Funds Management Limited
ABN 24 060 920 783
AFSL 238163 as responsible entity for Dexus

Goals and drivers
Net Zero emissions in FY22

PPA Drivers
› Secure forward supply at a
competitive price
› Source 100% renewable electricity
to support net zero emissions goal
› Maximise load flexibility
› Verifiable generation source
› Futureproof assets and operations
from risks associated with future
carbon pricing
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Key considerations and design
PPA design

+
Operational
requirements

+
ESG goals
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› Cost competitiveness
over time

‘Fixed and flex’ structure to mitigate volume & price risk exposure:
› narrows price volatility band

› can adjust for portfolio flex (buy and sell)
› Adapt to portfolio
changes
› Manage price risk
over time

› Bring our customers
on the journey
› Make a difference
in Australia’s energy
transition

› project linkage co-benefits enhance reputation
Illustrative electricity portfolio volume change over time

percentage of contract
volume

Stewardship

› Firm budget rates for
customers
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Procurement outcomes

Queensland

Victoria

9.5 year supply linked PPA linked to:

7.5 year supply linked PPA linked to:

› Western Downs Green Hub (Solar +
Battery)

› Cherry Tree Wind Farm

› Kaban Green Power Hub (Wind)

Example Solar Farm similar to Western Downs

Cherry Tree Wind Farm

Important Information

› This presentation is issued by Dexus Funds Management Limited (DXFM) in its capacity as responsible entity of Dexus (ASX:DXS). It is not an offer of
securities for subscription or sale and is not financial product advice.
› Information in this presentation including, without limitation, any forward-looking statements or opinions (the Information) may be subject to change
without notice. To the extent permitted by law, DXFM, Dexus and their officers, employees and advisers do not make any representation or warranty,
express or implied, as to the currency, accuracy, reliability or completeness of the Information and disclaim all responsibility and liability for it
(including, without limitation, liability for negligence). Actual results may differ materially from those predicted or implied by any forward-looking
statements for a range of reasons outside the control of the relevant parties.
› The information contained in this presentation should not be considered to be comprehensive or to comprise all the information which a Dexus
security holder or potential investor may require in order to determine whether to deal in Dexus stapled securities. This presentation does not take
into account the financial situation, investment objectives and particular needs of any particular person.
› The repayment and performance of an investment in Dexus is not guaranteed by DXFM, any of its related bodies corporate or any other person or
organisation.
› This investment is subject to investment risk, including possible delays in repayment and loss of income and principal invested.
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Disclaimer
The information contained in this presentation is for information purposes only and is
not intended to be financial product or investment advice or a recommendation.
Energetics Pty Ltd is authorised to provide financial product advice on derivatives,
Australian carbon credit units and eligible international emissions units to wholesale
clients under the Corporations Act 2001 AFSL No: 329935.
Energetics has provided this advice in our capacity as advisors solely for the benefit
of the Client whom this report has been prepared for. The analyses in our report may
not have considered issues relevant to any third parties and accordingly, to the extent
permitted by law, Energetics disclaims all liability for any and all costs, loss, damage
and liability that any third party may suffer, incur or is likely to suffer or incur, arising
from or relating to this report (including attachments).
While all care and diligence has been used to construct this report, the information,
statements, statistics and commentary (together the ‘information’) within this report
(including attachments), may not be accurate, current or complete in all respects and,
consequently, Energetics does not make any representations or warranties as to the
accuracy, currency or completeness of this information. Energetics’ terms and
conditions will prevail until and as otherwise agreed to by Energetics and you. Any
commercial decisions taken by you are not within the scope of our duty of care, and in
making such decisions, you should take into account the limitations of the scope of
our work and other factors, commercial and otherwise, which you should be aware of
from sources other than our work.
Accordingly, this report is subject to risks, uncertainties and assumptions that could
cause actual results to differ materially from the expectations described in such
prospective financial information. Past financial or economic performance is not

indicative of future performance.
Under no circumstances, including negligence, shall Energetics be liable for any
direct, indirect, incidental, special or consequential damages or loss of profits that
result from the use or inability to use this report and/or attachments. Energetics shall
not be liable for any such damages including, but not limited to, reliance by a third
party on any information obtained from this report and/or attachments; or reliance by
you or a third party that result from mistakes, omissions, interruptions, deletion of
files, viruses, errors, defects, or failure of performance, communications failure, theft,
destruction or unauthorised access. Where liability cannot be excluded, any liability
incurred by you or anyone else in connection with the use of this report and/or
attachments, is limited to the extent provided for by law.
Energetics’ employees may attend various corporate events that have been paid for,
organised, hosted or otherwise coordinated by external stakeholders from time to
time. We acknowledge that any express requirement to disclose conflicts of interest
will be dealt with contractually and on a case by case basis in accordance with our
policy.
This report and any attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential
information and may be protected by copyright. You must not use or disclose them
other than for the purposes for which they were supplied. The privilege or
confidentiality attached to this report and attachments is not waived by reason of
mistaken delivery to you. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not use,
disclose, retain, forward or reproduce this report (whether in its entirety or in parts) or
any attachments. If you receive this report and/or attachments in error, please notify
the sender by return email and destroy and delete all copies immediately.

Energetics is a carbon neutral company
www.energetics.com.au
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